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Scott was at home brewing his own beer and
We were all amazed that he could steer with his in a
sling
And his heart on his sleeve
Then backed the trailer up
Somebody yelled bottoms up
And that just opened up this big old can of worms
Ya it's true we drive real crummy cars
But it's true the ziggens they don't
Live too far and after all
You said you might not be right with me
Hey do you wanna call it quits
Little girl are you tired and sick
Oh baby do you wanna call it quits

We feared the talk of a backlash
So we snatched the wallets and we emptied the cash
And where's a cop
When you need one
Breakfast lunch and dinners a loss
That's nice when ogares lets split the cost
And you can't say hey joshua
You got some mustard all over your beard
Hey do you wanna call it quits
Little girl are you tired and sick
Oh baby do you wanna call it quits

Christmas came and it went so fast
I'm glad we made the time last
Cause we needed all those times
To be fishing off the pier (in huntington)
When we got home
We was amazed at the countertop and all the
mayonaisse that had dried and set up
In the shape of a christmas tree
Hey do you wanna call it quits
Little girl are you tired and sick
Oh baby do you wanna call it quits

Hey matt, matt, just drums

Man it's so dark and lonely out here in outer space
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At least I got my keyboard and my lofa has his bass
Playing street sweeper tunes
While watching (?) fly by more
Things would be better
If I was back in kona with pepper
Burning pochalolo not evening noticing the weather
So far and so alone
A million light years away
Stormtrooper stormtrooper back up from my door
I've got my blaster set I'm ready to start a minor war
This won't be the day you were hoping for
So just walk away, walk away
Better run now you are done now
Cause you're standing in a bad man's sound boy
It's time to get back to my daily routine
Have a beer in the bar in tatooine

Curly locks gonna get them in a dreadlock
Curly locks we gonna get out of town
Curly locks gonna get them in a dreadlock
Curly locks we gonna get out of town
Curly locks gonna get them in a dreadlock
Curly locks we gonna get out of town
Curly locks gonna make box eldridge cut his
dreadlocks
Curly locks gonna get out of town

Yo
I was saying
Hey ya'll give it up to ryan og and kyle from slightly
stoopid
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